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BOOK REVIEWS
Abwickelbare Fluchen. By Hans Schmidbauer. Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Gottingen-

Heidelberg, 1955. V + 66 pp. $1.57.
The profusely illustrated booklet treats the elementary descriptive geometry of developable sur-

faces with particular attention to problems of engineering design.
W. Prageb

Relativity: the special theory. By J. L. Synge. North Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam,
and Interscience Publishers, Inc., New York, 1956, xiv + 450 pp. $10.50.
The special theory of relativity is now over fifty years old, and it is here treated as an established

theory that needs no special pleading for its acceptance. Professor Synge spends no time on the usual
preliminary discussions of ether, absolute motion, Einstein's operational definition of simultaneity, and
the like. He begins with the idea that the physical world can be pictured in terms of a four-dimensional
metrical continuum, and on the basis of quite mild assumptions about the temporal ordering of events
shows that the local metric must be of the Minkowskian type, the Newtonian type appearing as a limiting
case. He then makes the specific assumption that the space-time is flat and proceeds to develop the special
theory deductively, pausing at frequent intervals to make contact with the familiar, though not wholly
appropriate concepts of Newtonian physics, but returning always to the Olympian viewpoint of Min-
kowski. The first three chapters set the Minkowskian stage. There follow two chapters on the Lorentz
transformation, the first discussing it mathematically in considerable detail, and the second applying it
to derive such familiar results as the contraction of lengths, and also to construct a special relativity
model of an expanding universe. Subsequent chapters take up the mechanics of a particle and collision
problems, the mechanics of discrete systems, the mechanics of a continuum, the electromagnetic field
in vacuo, and fields and charges. There are five appendices discussing various technical points, a list of
references, and an excellent index.

Of the wealth of interesting items in this book only a few can be mentioned here. Thus the author
emphasizes the relativistic sameness of photons, and comes to the logical, if at first startling, conclusion
that luminosity should be defined in terms of all photons and not just those of visible light in a given
frame. Again, he stresses the difficulties attending the definition of a rigid body in relativity, and avoids
having to face them by postulating an ingenious mechanism for the transmission of impulses between
particles. He shows how center of mass, a by no means obvious concept in a theory that lacks absolute
simultaneity, can be defined with the aid of angular momentum. He shows how conservation of angular
momentum can ameliorate an awkward and surprising lack of uniqueness in certain collision problems.
He gives detailed discussions of many collisions involving material particles and photons that are of
special interest to nuclear physicists, contrasting the various relative, three-dimensional pictures with
their absolute, four-dimensional counterparts, though here he may confuse the reader by his failure to
distinguish between space-time diagrams of world lines and those of vectors. He makes the treatment
of the Compton effect particularly illuminating by examining it in four different frames of reference.
Out of the pure electromagnetic field he constructs a remarkable non-singular model of a material particle
which, because it is free of singularities, must unfortunately be uncharged. He makes every occasion an
opportunity for four-dimensional geometrical elucidation. And he does many other things of which the
above is a wholly inadequate sample.

Despite its 450 pages, the book confines itself to what may be called the classical as distinguished
from the quantum aspects of the special theory of relativity. Though spinors are not wholly absent,
they enter only briefly in connection with the Lorentz transformation.

While the above may indicate the scope and nature of the book, it does not convey the author's
characteristic blend of insight and gentle wit that gives the book its special quality. The explanations
are patient and penetrating, and remarkably lucid, often being expressed in the scientific equivalent of
words of one syllable. In the preface the author writes that his aim is "to make space-time a real workshop
for physicists, and not a museum visited occasionally with a feeling of awe." In this he has admirably
succeeded.

Banesh Hoffmann
(Continued on p. 64)
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(Continued, from p. 40)

Boundary layer effects in aerodynamics. Proceedings of a Symposium held at the National
Physical Laboratory on 31st March and 1st April, 1955. Her Majesty's Stationary
Office, London, 1955. ix + 400 pp. $4.00.
This book is a collection of nine papers presented at an international symposium on boundary

layers held at the National Physical Laboratory in 1955. Included in the compilation is an introductory
address by L. Howarth and a summary of the discussion which followed each presentation. The papers
covered most of the topics currently under investigation in the field, and their character varied from
those of an applied mathematical and fundamental physical nature, to those concerned more than with
the practical engineering aspects of boundary layer studies. This fine collection would seem to make a
basic contribution at each of these levels. An interesting feature of the compilation proves to be the dis-
cussions which appear in summarized form. Unfortunately, some of the utility of the book is lost by the
fact that nearly all the papers have recently appeared in the journals, or in other collected aerodynamic
studies.

The following is a list of the authors and the general topic of the paper: R. Timman (three-di-
mensional boundary layers), M. B. Glauert and M. J. Lighthill (axisymmetric boundary layers), M.
Gregory, J. T. Stuart and W. S. Walker (stability of three-dimensional boundary layers), G. B. Schubauer
and P. S. KlebanofT (transition), D. Kiichemann (viscosity effects on swept wings), R. C. Pankhurst
(boundary layer control), A. D. Young and S. Kirby (profile drag at supersonic speeds), D. W. Holder
and G. E. Gadd (shock-boundary layer interaction), H. H. Pearcey (transonic turbulent separation on
airfoils).

Ronald F. Probstein

Thermodynamics and statistical mechanics. By Arnold Sommerfeld. Academic Press,
Inc., New York, 1956. xviii + 401 pp. $7.00.
For anyone who is familiar with the Lectures on Theoretical Physics—Vols. I, II, III, IV, VI, by

A. Sommerfeld—it is a sufficient review of the present book merely to say that it is Vol. V of the series.
The remarkable understanding of theoretical physics by the author is in this volume as in the others
made available to the reader by the clear and simple way in which the ideas are ordered and presented.

As the name implies the book presents both the macroscopic thermodynamics and the classical
and quantum statistical mechanics. About the first 2/5ths of this 400 page book is on thermodynamics.
The last 3/5ths is on statistical mechanics. At the end of the first portion is a brief presentation (16
pages) of "Irreversible Processes: Thermodynamics of near-equilibrium processes".

Any book of 400 pages on a subject with an extensive literature must be selective in its material.
The reviewer regards the selection of material for this volume as good. The first chapter on "Thermo-

dynamics—General Considerations" is followed by Chapter II on "The Application of Thermodynamics
to Special Systems". In the closing section of this chapter irreversible processes are treated. "The Ele-
mentary Kinetic Theory of Gases" is treated in Chapter III. Next follows a long Chapter IV on "General

Statistical Mechanics: Combinatorial Method". Here the basic ideas and their applications to a number
of special problems is treated in most lucid detail. The last, Chapter V, gives an "Outline of an Exact
Kinetic Theory of Gases", where applications are carried through Conductivity and the Wiederman-
Franz Law where the author's own basic contributions are presented in proper perspective.

As many of the readers of this review will know, the author died before he could finish this book.
Several sections were completed by Bopp and Meixner who are to be congratulated on their ability to
finish a work by a master book writer and great theoretical physicist without discontinuities showing.
Although the reviewer has not attempted a comparison of the original German and translated English
versions, the latter reads exceptionally well and gives every indication of being a faithful as well as
fluent translation.

H. Emmons
(Continued on p. 82)
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Les f(motions orthogonales dans les problemes aux limites de la physique mathemalique.
By Theodore Vogel. Renseignements et Vente au Service des Publications du CNRS,
45 Rue d'ulm, Paris, 1953. iv + 191 pp. $3.50.
This is a short compendium on orthogonal functions and their applications in solving boundary

value problems in mathematical physics. The book is intended for engineers, physicists and applied
mathematicians. It is not a textbook, but rather an exposition of results and methods. Nevertheless
the book is very readable, and while most theory is stated without proof, the main ideas are brought
out clearly and forcefully, and the reader gets a good picture of the subject. An extensive but selective
bibliography makes the book particularly valuable. An unusual feature of a book directed primarily
toward applications is the high standard of rigor in stating results. In particular, the Lebesgue inte-
gration theory is assumed and used.

The Table of Contents gives an idea of the large amount of information which is contained in this
slim but substantial volume.

Chapter I. Orthogonal functions and differential systems.
1] Closed sequences of orthogonal functions.
2] Differential systems and orthogonal functions.
3] Closure of certain sequences of Green functions.
4] Perturbed systems.
Chapter II. Study of some particular closed sequences.
5] Trigonometric functions and Fourier series.
6] Bessel functions.
7] Legendre functions.
8] Orthogonal polynomials numerals.
9] Mathieu functions.
Chapter III. Examples of applications.
10] Separation of variables.
11] Boundary value problems for the wave equation.
12] Boundary value problems for the Laplace equation.
13] The heat equation.
14] Equations of the fourth order.
15] Perturbed problems. L. Bers

Numerical methods. By A. D. Booth. Butterworths Scientific Publications, London,
1955. vii + 195 pp. $6.00.

The orientation of the book is best indicated by the following passages from the preface. "Some

existing books on numerical analysis lay much stress upon the detailed form in which a given procedure
is to be laid out; • • • such concentration upon actual numbers obscures the underlying mathematical
basis upon which the work rests, and such tabulations are almost entirely absent from this book."
"The classical methods of hand calculation are, to a greater or less extent, unsuitable for the modern
machines, and only by having a thorough knowledge of the underlying mathematical principles, is the
programmer likely to make effective use of the new tools." The scope of the book is shown by the follow-
ing chapter headings, each parenthesis containing the number of pages devoted to the topic: The nature
and purpose of numerical analysis (6)—Tabulations and differences (5)—Interpolation (16)—Numerical
differentiation and integration (23)—The summation of series (5)—The solution of ordinary differential
equations (16)—Simultaneous linear equations (38)—Partial differential equations (32)—Non-linear
algebraic equations (19)—Approximating functions (9)—Fourier synthesis and analysis (10)—Integral
equations (8). Since the space does not permit anything like an exhaustive treatment of these topics,
the author restricts himself to discussing a small selection of proved methods. The exposition is clear
and easy to follow. The illustrative examples frequent!}' have unusual features that challenge the
numerical analyst. W. Prager

(Continued on p. 112)
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Theorie des fonctions aleatoires. Applications a divers phenomenes de fluctuation. By
A, Blanc-Lapierre and Robert Fortet. Masson et Cie, Editeurs, Libraires de l'Aca-
d£mie de M&lecine, 120 Boulevard Saint-Germain, Paris, 1953. xvi + 693 pp. $18.77.
The book before us sets itself the difficult task to serve the needs both of the mathematician who

wants to know the relevant problems and of the scientist who needs and applies the theory. There is
always a gap between theory and applications; here, however, the situation is perhaps particularly
strained: The domain is difficult and comparatively little known: the authors rightly say that a research
worker who may be able and willing to acquaint himself to a certain degree with a branch of analysis
new to him will in general experience considerable difficulties and inhibitions if probability enters the
field. (If this is valid in France, the homeland of probability calculus, it is certainly more than true in
this country.) Random functions appear in the most varied branches of knowledge: in physics, vis.
in the theories of turbulence, of Brownian motion, of noise, etc.; in meteorology; in economics in the
theory of time series, and in other fields.

The content of the 700-page work is very rich. Some of the chapters speak particularly to the
scientist, others to the mathematician. The main topics are: Physical introduction to the theory of
random functions (for the scientist); axioms, concepts, and theorems of probability calculus (for the
mathematician); random functions; Poisson random process; Laplace random process; Markoff chains;
harmonic analysis of random functions; various applications. A comprehensive very valuable chapter
by J. Kamp6 de F6riet deals with the statistical theory of turbulence. The book, on the whole a great and
successful effort, has been invited by Professor Darmois for his Series of Mathematical Works for
Physicists.

In this reviewer's opinion, the book makes very difficult reading: Much is assumed as known, the
presentation is very brief; it is interesting for re-evaluating a subject one knows well, but hard indeed
for trying to learn new material. It is a book for the research worker who either wants to get a survey
of existing problems and results, or who is willing to give considerable effort to the study of a particular
subject, using other books and papers as a complement.

The valuable bibliography contains several hundred titles,—although well known names are
missing—; the index, hardly two pages, is meager.

Hilda Geiringeb


